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Abstract The extraction of the response from field fluctuations excited by random

sources has received considerable attention in a variety of different fields. We present three

methods for the extraction of the systems response that are based on cross-correlation,

deconvolution, and the solution of an integral equation, respectively. For systems that are

invariant for time-reversal the correlation method requires random sources on a bounding

surface only, but when time-reversal invariance is broken, for example by attenuation, a

volume distribution of sources is needed. For this reason the correlation method is not

useful for diffusive or strongly attenuating systems. We provide examples of the three

methods and compare their merits and drawbacks. We show that the extracted field may

satisfy different boundary conditions than does the physical field. This can be used, for

example, to suppress surface-related multiples in exploration seismology, to study the

coupling of buildings to the subsurface, and to remove the airwave in controlled source

electromagnetics (CSEM).
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1 Introduction

The extraction of information from random field fluctuations is a rapidly growing field in

physics, acoustics, engineering, and geophysics. The widespread application of this idea

has led to a variety of different names used for the method that include Green’s function

extraction, daylight imaging, the virtual source method, and seismic interferometry. In the

exploration seismology community, the name seismic interferometry is now mostly used

(Curtis et al. 2006).

The theory for the extraction of the Green’s function from field fluctuations has been

known in the physics community under the name fluctuation–dissipation theorem (Callen

and Welton 1951; Weber 1956; Kubo 1966; Rytov et al. 1989; Le Bellac et al. 2004). This

theorem states that for a Hamiltonian system in thermodynamic equilibrium the correlation

of field fluctuations are related to the impulse response of the system. The name is poorly

chosen, because there is, strictly speaking, no dissipation in Hamiltonian systems. Tatarskii

(1987) solved this problem by dividing a system that conserves energy into a part one is

interested in, and a part that is irrelevant. The energy flow from the first part to the latter

part then effectively acts as dissipation. We show that dissipation plays an interesting role

in Green’s function extraction.

As with so many developments in geophysics, Aki (1957) pioneered the use of near-

surface microseismic noise to extract the properties of the near surface. Lobkis and Weaver

(2001) gave the field new momentum with their derivation of Green’s function extraction

based on normal modes. They made two contributions. First, they showed that the Green’s

function can be extracted assuming that each mode is excited with the same energy, in

other words: thermodynamic equilibrium is not essential. This is important, because the

field fluctuations in a macroscopic body, such as the Earth, generally are not in thermo-

dynamic equilibrium. Their second contribution is that they showed how useful the

Green’s function extraction can be in practical applications.

A flurry of applications appeared in different fields that include ultrasound (Weaver and

Lobkis 2001, 2003; Malcolm et al. 2004; van Wijk 2006; Larose et al. 2006a), helio-

seismology (Rickett and Claerbout 1999, 2000), near-surface geophysics (Louie 2001;

Chávez-Garcia and Luzón 2005), ocean acoustics (Roux and Fink 2003; Roux et al. 2004;

Sabra et al. 2005a), structural engineering (Snieder and Şafak 2006; Snieder et al. 2006a;

Thompson and Snieder 2006; Kohler et al. 2007; Sabra et al. 2008), medical diagnostics

(Sabra et al. 2007), exploration seismology (Schuster et al. 2004; Bakulin and Calvert

2006; Hornby and Yu 2007; Draganov et al. 2007; Bakulin et al. 2007), crustal seismology

(Campillo and Paul 2003; Shapiro and Campillo 2004; Shapiro et al. 2005; Sabra et al.

2005b; Roux et al. 2005), and hazard monitoring (Sabra et al. 2004; Sens-Schönfelder and

Wegler 2006; Wegler and Sens-Schönfelder 2007; Brenguier et al. 2008). In most of the

applications the system response was extracted by cross-correlating field fluctuations, but

the alternative data-processing technique of deconvolution has been applied in some of

these studies.

In this work we present and compare different methods to extract information from field

fluctuations. In Sect. 2 we present examples of the correlation approach, while Sect. 3

features deconvolution as an alternative. In Sect. 4 we present yet another method to

extract the system response, the multidimensional deconvolution method. We compare the

merits and drawbacks of these different approaches. In seismology, the attention focused

for obvious reasons on wave systems. In most treatments those are assumed not to

attenuate. In this work we focus on dissipative systems as well. Examples of such systems

include attenuating waves and diffusive fields. Waves in the Earth do attenuate. Diffusive
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fields account, for example, for the pore pressure in a reservoir, and for low-frequency

electromagnetic waves in conducting media (Griffiths 1999), such as the Earth. In Sect. 5

we present a powerful aspect of interferometry that has not yet been exploited much. The

fields obtained from correlation and deconvolution satisfy the same equation as does the

original system. These methods are thus guaranteed to give valid states of the field in the

real medium. The field extracted with any of the approaches presented in this work, may,

however, satisfy different boundary conditions than the real field satisfies. This makes it

possible to determine the wave state as if the system satisfied different boundary condi-

tions. We show examples how this can be used.

2 Correlation Approach

We introduce the correlation approach with a data example from Miyazawa et al. (2008)

based on noise measurements taken in a borehole over a heavy oil reservoir in Cold Lake,

Canada. The locations of the reservoir and the geophones in the borehole are shown in

Fig. 1. The heavy oil, at a depth of about 450 m, is almost solid at ambient temperature. In

order to mobilize the oil, steam injection in the injection wells in Fig. 1 is used to heat the

heavy oil. Pumps and other mechanical equipment at the wellhead create much seismic

noise that propagates down the array in the borehole. Representative examples of the
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recorded noise at the shallowest and deepest sensor in the borehole are shown in Fig. 2.

These noise records do not seem to display any order, but there are correlations hidden in

the noise; any wave that propagates down the borehole meets the shallowest receiver first

and the deeper receiver later.

The underlying order in the recorded noise can be extracted by cross-correlation.

Miyazawa et al. (2008) cross correlated for each component 15 s-long records of the noise

at the shallowest receiver with the recordings at all other receivers, and averaged the cross

correlations measured over a period of 1 month. The result, after bandpass-filtering

between 10 and 55 Hz, is shown in Fig. 3 for the three components of the recorded motion.

A downward propagating wave is clearly visible in the cross-correlation of the vertical

components (panel a), and its arrival time agrees well with the travel time of a downward

propagating P-wave. The cross correlation of the signals recorded at the vertical compo-

nent thus clearly extracts downward propagating P-waves that are hidden in the noise of

Fig. 2. The cross correlations of the East–West and North–South components (panels b and

c, respectively) show waves that propagate downward with the shear velocity. The cross

correlations of the horizontal components successfully extract downward propagating

S-waves. By rotating the horizontal components, Miyazawa et al. (2008) were able to

measure shear wave splitting based on correlating the noise measurements.
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Fig. 3 Cross-correlation between the waveforms at the top sensor and those at other sensors for different
components: (a) vertical, (b) east–west, and (c) north–south. Grey lines indicate the travel time for P-waves
(panel a) and S-waves (panels b and c). The P and S-wave velocities are known at Cold Lake
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There is a plethora of derivations of the Green’s function extraction from cross-cor-

relation starting from the derivation of the fluctuation–dissipation theorem for Hamiltonian

systems in thermal equilibrium (Callen and Welton 1951; Weber 1956). Derivations based

on normal modes are particularly elegant (Tatarskii 1987; Lobkis and Weaver 2001). Only

closed systems have, in general, normal modes. Alternative derivations, also valid for open

systems of acoustic waves, have been developed using time-reversal invariance (Derode

et al. 2003a, b; Bakulin and Calvert 2004), representation theorems (Wapenaar et al. 2005;

Wapenaar and Fokkema 2006), and the summation of random incident plane waves

(Weaver and Lobkis 2005). The derivation based on representation theorems has been

extended to elastic waves (Wapenaar 2004).

For the Fourier convention f(t) = $F(x) exp(-ixt)dx, where x is the angular fre-

quency, the extraction of the frequency domain Green’s function for acoustic waves is

formulated mathematically as (Snieder et al. 2007a)

GðrA; rBÞ � G�ðrA; rBÞ ¼ 2ix
I

oV

1

qðrÞcðrÞGðrA; rÞG�ðrB; rÞdS: ð1Þ

In this expression G(rA, rB) is the Green’s function that accounts for wave propagation

from rB to rA, q the mass density, c the wave velocity, and the asterisk denotes complex

conjugation. The integration is over a closed surface qV that encloses receivers at rB and

rA. Since a radiation boundary condition is used in this derivation (Wapenaar et al. 2005),

the closed surface must be sufficiently far from the receivers. Expression (1) and all other

expressions in this work are valid in the frequency domain. For brevity the frequency-

dependence is omitted throughout this work.

We first establish the connection with random pressure sources q at the boundary qV
that excite field fluctuations. Suppose that these sources are spatially uncorrelated and

satisfy

hqðr1Þq�ðr2Þi ¼
jSðxÞj2

qðr1Þcðr1Þ
dðr1 � r2Þ ð2Þ

where |S(x)|2 is the power spectrum of the noise and h���i denotes an ensemble average. In

practice this ensemble average is replaced by a time average (Larose et al. 2006b). The

integral in expression (1) can be written as
H H

qðr1Þcðr1Þð Þ�1GðrA; r1Þdðr1 � r2Þ
G�ðrB; r2ÞdS1dS2; together with Eq. 2 this gives

GðrA; rBÞ � G�ðrA; rBÞ ¼
2ix

jSðxÞj2
hpðrAÞp�ðrBÞi; ð3Þ

where pðr0Þ ¼
H

Gðr0; rÞqðrÞdS are the field fluctuations excited by the random sources on

the bounding surface. When sources are present only on part of the bounding surface, the

correlation may lead to unphysical arrivals (Snieder et al. 2006b, 2008; Mehta et al.

2008a).

Since complex conjugation in the frequency domain corresponds to time-reversal in the

time domain, the left hand side corresponds, in the time domain, to G(rA, rB, t) - G(rA, rB,

-t), i.e. the superposition of the causal and time-reversed causal Green’s functions. The

product p(rA) p*(rB) in the frequency domain corresponds to correlation in the time

domain. Expression (3) thus relates the average field fluctuations to the Green’s function.

Note the presence of the power spectrum |S(x)|2 in this expression. Even though one does

not need to know the noise spectrum S(x), the power spectrum of the excitation must be
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known. Also note that for the employed normalization the excitation in expression (2) must

be inversely proportional to the acoustic impedance qc at each source location. For

acoustic waves, p/qc is proportional to the particle velocity v, hence |p|2/qc is proportional

to p*v, which is the power flux (Morse and Ingard 1968). This means that the power flux

flowing from every point on the surface must be constant if the Green’s function is to be

extracted. This is the property of equipartitioning of the energy flow which is shown to be

necessary property for Green’s function extraction from noise (Lobkis and Weaver 2001;

Snieder et al. 2007a).

Let’s consider the waves extracted from noise in Fig. 3 again. According to expression

(3), cross-correlation of the noise should give both the causal and a-causal Green’s

function, while Fig. 3 shows waves for positive times only. The reason is that most noise is

generated at the top of the borehole and results in waves that are radiated downward. The

heavy oil below the array is strongly attenuating, and generates almost no reflected waves

that travel upward. Since there is little energy propagating upward along the array, the

cross-correlation does not extract these waves. The requirement of equipartitioning is

clearly not justified, but the downward propagating P and S-waves can be extracted

successfully.

According to expression (1), the noise sources must be placed all over the bounding

surface. Yet only sources that launch waves that physically propagate between the

receivers give a contribution to the Green’s function extraction. In Fig. 1 those source

locations are marked with grey shading. Mathematically the importance of these source

locations is formulated as follows. The integrand in expression (1) is oscillatory. One can

show that the dominant contribution to the integral comes from the stationary source
positions where the integrand to first order does not vary with the source location (Snieder

2004; Snieder et al. 2006b). The contribution from sources at other locations integrates to

zero (Wapenaar et al. 2005; Snieder et al. 2008; Mehta et al. 2008a), provided that the

source density is sufficiently high to sample the oscillatory contribution to the integral

adequately.

Since noise sources in practice have a strength that varies with time, it is useful to

normalize the noise before cross-correlation. Such normalization also helps suppress brief

noise burst that may dominate the cross-correlation. The simplest form of such normali-

zation is to replace the recorded noise by its sign bit (Larose et al. 2004), but a variety of

other normalization schemes have been developed (Bensen et al. 2007).

The extraction of the Green’s function is not limited to loss-less acoustic waves. The

theory has been generalized to elastic waves (Wapenaar 2004). The principle can also be

applied to the diffusion equation, the counterpart of expression (1) for solutions of the

diffusion equation qp/qt = r � (Drp) is given by Snieder (2006)

GðrA; rBÞ � G�ðrA; rBÞ ¼ 2ix
Z

V

GðrA; rÞG�ðrB; rÞdV : ð4Þ

Apart from the absence of the impedance 1/qc in the integrand, the main difference with

expression (1) is that the surface integral is replaced by a volume integral. That means that

the extraction of the Green’s function for diffusive fields, such as pore-pressure or elec-

tromagnetic fields in a conductive medium, requires that the sources of the field fluctua-

tions are distributed throughout the volume. This requirement has serious consequences,

because in practical situation the sources of the field fluctuations may not be present

throughout the volume. For attenuating acoustic waves, sources proportional to the local

attenuation rate must be present both on the bounding surface qV as well as within the
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volume (Snieder 2007), but in practice the volume sources need not be strong when the

attenuation is weak (Slob et al. 2007). The Green’s function extraction by cross-correlation

holds for general scalar and vector systems (Wapenaar et al. 2006; Snieder et al. 2007a;

Weaver 2008).

3 Deconvolution Approach

Correlation and deconvolution are closely related processes. Early work on the deconvo-

lution approach was applied to wave motion recorded in boreholes (Trampert et al. 1993),

this has been extended later to downhole receiver functions (Mehta et al. 2007a). Here we

describe applications to problems with a more general geometry. Let us assume, for the

moment, that a field is excited with a source at location r with frequency spectrum S(x).

The field at locations rA and rB, respectively is given by p(rA,B) = G(rA,B, r)S(x). The

deconvolution of these fields is, in the frequency domain, given by

VAB ¼
pðrAÞ
pðrBÞ

¼ GðrA; rÞ
GðrB; rÞ

¼ GðrA; rÞG�ðrB; rÞ
jGðrB; rÞj2

: ð5Þ

According to the second identity, the deconvolution does not depend on the excitation at

all. In the correlation approach, as described in the previous section, the power spectrum of

the excitation must be known. In the deconvolution approach it is not necessary to know

anything about the excitation.

The numerator in the last term of Eq. 5 describes the correlation of the Green’s function

that is similar to the integrand of expression (1). This suggest that deconvolution and

correlation give virtually the same results. This would indeed be the case when the power

spectrum |G(rB, r)|2 in the denominator would be a smooth function of frequency. But this

is not necessarily the case, especially for the important application where the Green’s

function consists of the superposition of interfering waves. The resulting notches in the

power spectrum may make the power spectrum of the Green’s function rapidly fluctuating

with frequency. In this case one cannot expect that the deconvolution resembles the

correlation.

The property that the deconvolution does not depend on the source spectrum is desir-

able, but this property comes at a price. Consider the special case where the points rA and

rB coincide. In that case the deconvolution in Eq. 5 reduces to VAA(x) = 1, which, in the

time domain, corresponds to

VAAðtÞ ¼ dðtÞ: ð6Þ

This means that the field obtained by deconvolution vanishes for nonzero time when the

receivers coincide. Physically this means that the deconvolved fields satisfy a clamped
boundary condition (Vasconcelos and Snieder 2008a) at one of the receivers. This tells us

that deconvolution does not give the true Green’s function, unless that Green’s function

also happens to satisfy a clamped boundary condition at that receiver. In that case, the field

fluctuations would vanish as well at that receiver, and there would be nothing to record.

It is, however, not needed to deal with the clamped boundary condition when a per-

turbation approach is used. Suppose that the medium can be divided in a reference medium

with field p0 and Green’s function G0, and a perturbation with associated perturbations pS

and GS in the field and Green’s function, respectively. The reference medium could be a

smoothly varying medium, and the perturbation could be rough medium fluctuations that
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generate reflected waves, but alternatively the reference medium could account for the

subsurface before a time-lapse perturbation, and the perturbation could be the time-lapse

change. The latter approach is natural in monitoring applications (Snieder et al. 2007b).

Suppose one can separate for each source at location r the field into the field pertur-

bation and the unperturbed field, and that one deconvolves those fields:

V 0AB ¼
pSðrAÞ
p0ðrBÞ

¼ GSðrA; rÞ
G0ðrB; rÞ

¼ GSðrA; rÞG�0ðrB; rÞ
jG0ðrB; rÞj2

: ð7Þ

Integration over all sources gives
Z

oV

V 0ABdS ¼
Z

oV

GSðrA; rÞG�0ðrB; rÞ
jG0ðrB; rÞj2

dS: ð8Þ

When the reference medium is smooth, G0 does not consist of many interfering waves and

usually is a smooth function of frequency. The numerator in expression gives the corre-

lation between wavefield perturbations at rA and unperturbed waves at rB. When the source

is at such a location that it launches direct waves to rB that are then reflected by the

medium perturbation to propagate to rA, one retrieves the perturbed waves that propagate

from rB to rA (Vasconcelos and Snieder 2008a). It suffices to sum over a range or sources

near the stationary phase region for these arrivals. In practice one does not know the

precise location and extent of the stationary phase regions, and one employs sources over a

larger region that can be assumed to include the stationary phase zones.

In this approach one needs to separate the unperturbed field from the field perturbations.

For waves this can sometimes be done using a time gate that separates the direct waves

from reflected waves. This does, however, not work when the excitation has a long

duration in the time domain. In that case the direction of wave propagation may be used to

carry out this separation. For example, the direct wave may propagate downward, while the

reflected waves travel upward. For acoustic waves, such up-down separation can be carried

out with dual-sensor summation (Robinson 1999) when both the pressure and displacement

are measured. When an array of sensors is available, frequency-wavenumber filtering can

be used to separate the waves propagating in different directions along the array. With a

borehole array internal multiples can be used to illuminate a target above the downhole

array to provide unique bottom-side images of, for example, a salt dome (Vasconcelos

et al. 2008a). In that application beam-steering was used to separate the unperturbed and

perturbed waves and illuminate desired target regions.

We illustrate deconvolution with a synthetic example (Vasconcelos and Snieder 2008b)

in which drill bit noise is used as a seismic source. In drill bit seismology the vibrations in

the drill bit usually are recorded in order to provide the excitation of elastic waves by the

drill bit (Rector and Marion 1991; Poletto and Miranda 2004). For a long drill stem the

vibrations reverberating in the drill stem make it difficult to retrieve the desired excitation

of waves at the drill bit from vibrations recorded at the top of the drill stem, and more

complicated dual sensor measurements have been used to reduce those reverberations

(Poletto et al. 2004). In the approach with deconvolution interferometry there is, however,

no need to record the vibrations in the drill stem.

As shown in the left panel of Fig. 4 a drill bit under the salt dome radiates noise, this

noise is detected on an array of geophones in a borehole. Each geophone acts, in turn, as the

reference receiver for deconvolution interferometry. In practice this is realized by decon-

volving the motion at every geophone with the motion at the employed reference receiver.
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This gives the underside reflections of the salt body that propagate from the target receiver

to the other receivers of the array. Beam-stearing can be used to direct the waves towards the

target that one aims to image (Vasconcelos and Snieder 2008b; Vasconcelos et al. 2008a).

According to expression (5) the deconvolved waves do not depend on the unknown source

signal, hence there is no need to record the vibrations of the drill bit in this approach.

The reflected waves thus obtained can be used to image the salt body as if physical

sources were placed in the instrumented well. The resulting image is shown in the middle

panel of Fig. 4. The bottom and top of the salt body are clearly visible in this image. Only

parts of the salt body are imaged; this is due to the limited aperture of the borehole array.

Vasconcelos and Snieder (2008b) and Vasconcelos et al. (2008b) used imaging based on

deconvolution interferometry applied to drill bit noise recorded in the pilot hole of the San

Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth (SAFOD) as the main hole was drilled, to carry out

broadside imaging of the San Andreas fault.

The right panel of Fig. 4 shows what happens if the image is obtained by using cor-

relation instead of deconvolution and using the waves thus obtained to create an image.

The image thus obtained is dominated by strong reverberations. According to Eq. 3 one

must divide by the power spectrum in the correlation approach to retrieve the Green’s

function. This division was not carried out in the data processing leading to the image in

the right panel on Fig. 4 because in practice the power spectrum of the drill bit noise often

is poorly known. As a result, the waveforms obtained by cross-correlation are the Green’s

function convolved with the autocorrelation of the drill bit noise. Since this noise is

narrow-band, this autocorrelation is oscillatory, and the resulting image therefore also

shows pronounced ringing.

4 Multidimensional Deconvolution Approach

This approach can be seen as a generalization of the deconvolution method described in the

previous section. The central idea (Wapenaar et al. 2000; Amundsen 2001) is sketched in

Fig. 5. Suppose sensors measure the field on an acquisition surface indicated with the solid

line. Let’s assume that the total field at every location can be decomposed in a downgoing

field D and upgoing field U. For acoustic waves this decomposition can be carried out by

combining pressure and particle velocity using dual sensor summation (Robinson 1999;

Pharez et al. 2008), or alternatively by towing streamers in marine seismology using the

over-under configuration (Hill et al. 2006; Moldoveanu et al. 2007). For electromagnetic

fields the up-down separation can be achieved by making suitable combinations of electric

Fig. 4 Left panel: the sigsbee model with a salt body shown in white. The hypothetical location of a drill bit
and receivers (triangles) in a borhole are shown. Middle panel: the image obtained from deconvolution
interferometry. Right panel: the image obtained from correlation interferometry
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and magnetic fields (Amundsen et al. 2006). The downgoing field at location r0 is related to

the upgoing field at location r by a reflectivity operator R(r, r0). This reflectivity operator is

not the Green’s function, since it does not give the response to a unit source at r0, but

instead relates the upgoing field at r generated by a unit downgoing field at r0. This

operator can be used, though, for imaging the region under the acquisition surface.

In Fig. 5 the upgoing and downgoing fields are indicated by straight lines, but that does

not imply that the fields propagate in a homogeneous medium. In fact, the fields propagate

through the real subsurface, which can be arbitrarily heterogeneous. Figure 5 depicts a

point source at location rS, but in reality the source may have a finite extent. We simply use

the coordinate rS to label different sources. The source signal need not be known in the

following. In the frequency domain the upgoing field is formed by the superposition of the

downgoing field at all locations multiplied with the reflectivity operator

Uðr; rSÞ ¼
Z

Rðr; r0ÞDðr0; rSÞdS0; ð9Þ

where the integration $���dS0 is over the locations r0 in the acquisition surface.

When the upgoing and downgoing fields are known, Eq. 9 is an integral equation for the

reflectivity R(r, r0). For a single source the solution of this equation is ill-posed. Physically

this can be understood as follows. Suppose one has just one source at location rS, then it

makes sense that one can not retrieve the reflectivity operator R(r, r0) for all locations r and

r0, especially when the source is not at a favorable location as it is in Fig. 5. When there

are, however, many sources at different locations rS, one can use the combined set of

equations (9) for all sources to solve for the reflectivity operator. The number of sources

that are needed in practice for a stable reconstruction of the reflectivity operator depends

on the frequency of the involved fields, the complexity of those fields, and on the location

of those sources.

The connection with the deconvolution method of the previous section follows by

assuming that downgoing fields are only present at one fixed location r0 and that the

downgoing field corresponds to the unperturbed field while the upgoing field is the field

perturbation. In that case U(r, rS) = R(r, r0) D(r0, rS), and the reflectivity follows by

deconvolving upgoing and downgoing fields: R(r, r0) = U(r, rS)/D(r0, rS). The deconvo-

lution method of the previous section can thus be seen as an approximation to the mul-

tidimensional deconvolution method.

A major advantage of the multidimensional deconvolution approach is that the retrieved

reflectivity depends neither on the medium parameters above the acquisition surface, nor

on the possible presence of a free-surface above the acquisition surface. The multidi-

mensional deconvolution method is akin to Noah’s deconvolution proposed by Riley and

D(r',rS )U(r,rS )

R(r,r ')

r r'

rS
Fig. 5 The downgoing field
Dðr0; rSÞ at r0, the upgoing field
Uðr; rSÞ at r and the reflectivity
operator Rðr; r0Þ that relates these
fields. A source at rS excites
these fields. The fields do not
necessarily propagate along
straight lines and the source can
be extended
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Claerbout (1976), in which the ocean with a free surface is replaced by an unbounded

water layer above the acquisition surface. Because of this replacement the retrieved esti-

mate of the reflectivity is not influenced by the reflections off the free surface above the

acquisition plane.

Note that the multidimensional deconvolution method can be applied to any kind of

field. We show an example of electromagnetic fields that propagate in the Earth’s sub-

surface. Because of the electrical conductivity and employed frequency (0.25 Hz), such

fields are of a diffusive nature, except in the air where the field propagates as a wave. This

application is of particular interest because in marine applications the propagation of

electromagnetic fields through a shallow water layer and the air above is a known com-

plication (Um and Alumbaugh 2007).

The synthetic example of Figs. 6 and 7 is for the special case of a layered two

dimensional earth model. Figure 6 shows the electric field for two models, one with a

hydrocarbon reservoir at a depth of 1150 m and one without the reservoir. The horizontal

offset in Fig. 6 is measured relative to the source location, the source was placed 25 m

above the water bottom where the sensors were assumed to be located. In both cases the

aquisition surface is covered by a water layer with a thickness of 500 m, details can be

found in Wapenaar et al. (2008). Note that the difference in the electric fields for the model

with and without the reservoir is extremely small, and that this difference can only be seen

in field values that are about four orders of magnitude smaller than the fields measured near

the source. This means that in order to detect the presence of the reservoir one needs

measurements with a large dynamic range and low noise level.

Figure 7 shows the reflectivity R for the electric field obtained by numerically solving

integral equation (9). Note that the response with and without the reservoir now differs for

field values that are only one order of magnitude smaller than the peak response. This

means that the reflectivity is much more sensitive to the presence or absence of the

reservoir than is the total electric field. Physically, the reason for this is that the total

electric field is dominated by the downgoing field, whereas the presence of the reservoir is

mostly imprinted on the upgoing field. The up/down separation thus enhances the sensi-

tivity to the presence of the reservoir. In addition, the total electric field in Fig. 6 is

influenced by the air wave, and hence depends on the water depth. In contrast, the

reflectivity in Fig. 7 is independent on the overburden, and hence it is not influenced by the

airwave. Because of its independence of the overburden, the reflectivity is the same

Fig. 6 Electric field for the
model without reservoir (dashed
curve) and the model with a
reservoir (solid curve)
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regardless of the water depth. This makes the multidimensional deconvolution approach

especially attractive for applications of controlled source electromagnetics in shallow

water, where the airwave is of particular concern.

5 Changing the Boundary Condition

It is not widely known that in the Green’s function extraction one can alter the boundary

conditions of the system. For the correlation and deconvolution approaches the extracted

response satisfies the same field equation as does the physical system (Snieder et al.

2006a). The boundary condition of the extracted responses can differ, however, from the

original physical fields. For the multidimensional deconvolution the imprint of the over-

burden above the acquisition surface is completely removed. This means in seismic

applications that multiples reflected from the free surface are eliminated (Wapenaar et al.

2000; Amundsen 2001), while for electromagnetic waves the contaminating of the air wave

is removed (Wapenaar et al. 2008). The change in the surface boundary condition also

forms the basis of other methods for the suppression of surface-related multiples in seis-

mology (Riley and Claerbout 1976; Kennett 1979; Verschuur et al. 1992; van Borselen

et al. 1996; Weglein et al. 1998).

We illustrate the freedom to change the boundary conditions in seismic interferometry

with the response of the Millikan library at Caltech extracted from recorded vibrations of

the building after an earthquake (Snieder and Şafak 2006). This building is shown in the

left panel of Fig. 8 and the location of accelerometers in the basement and the ten floors is

marked with solid circles. The north–south component of the acceleration after the Yorba

Lina earthquake is shown in the right panel. The motion increases with height in the

building because of the increased sway of the building with height.

The response extracted by deconvolving the motion at every floor with the motion in the

basement is shown in Fig. 9. As discussed in Sect. 3 the extracted response now satisfies a

clamped boundary condition in the basement, and indeed, in Fig. 9 the motion is a

bandpass-filtered delta function in the basement. For nonzero times, the extracted motion

in the basement vanishes. This is, of course, not the case for the real building. In fact, one

can see in the bottom trace of the original data in Fig. 8 that the building is being shaken at

its base throughout the arrival of the body wave coda and the surface waves that excite the

Fig. 7 Reflectivity R for the
model without reservoir (bottom
curve) and the model with a
reservoir (top curve)
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building. In contrast, the extracted response in Fig. 9 is for a fictitious building whose base

is excited by a bandpass filtered delta pulse and then remains fixed. Such a fictitious

building has reflection coefficient R = -1 at the base, which precludes the transmission of

energy from the subsurface into the building!

As another example we present in Fig. 10 the motion of the Millikan library after

deconvolution with the motion at the top floor. Now the motion at the top floor is collapsed

into a bandpass-filtered delta function. Note that this response is a-causal, but it still is a

valid wave state of the building that consists of one upgoing wave that is reflected by the

top of the building into a downgoing wave. Note that this downgoing wave is not reflected

at the base of the building, this wave state thus corresponds to a fictitious building that has

reflection coefficient R = 0 at its base. Physically, the reflection coefficient vanishes for

Fig. 8 Left panel: the Millikan library at Caltech with the location of accelerometers. Right panel: north–
south component of acceleration after the Yorba Linda earthquake of 03 Sep 2002 (ML = 4.8, Time:
02:08:51 PDT, 33.917 N 117.776 W Depth 3.9 km). The traces are labeled with the floor number
(B indicates basement)
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Fig. 9 Waveforms of Fig. 8
after deconvolution with the
motion in the basement
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this wave state because now the the deconvolved motion at the top floor is a bandpass-

filtered delta function, hence the deconvolved motion at the top vanishes for nonzero time.

Because of the absence of significant internal reflections in the building, see Fig. 10, any

wave reflected upward at the base of the building would cause a nonzero displacement at

the top for t [ 0. Since the deconvolution precludes such motion, the base of the building

must be reflection-less for this wave state. This would not be the case if the building would

generate significant internal reflections.

The examples of Figs. 9 and 10 show that from the same data one can retrieve wave-

states that satisfy different boundary conditions. The real building has neither reflection

coefficient R = -1 nor R = 0. In the first case, energy would not be able to be transmitted

into the building, while the latter case precludes the resonance that is clearly visible in

Fig. 8, because all wave energy is radiated downward at the base. Examples of wave-states

of the building that have reflection coefficient R = 0, but that are either purely causal or

a-causal can be found in Snieder et al. (2006a). Note that the extracted response in the

Figs. 9 and 10 is solely based on processing of the recorded motion in Fig. 8. It does not

involve numerical modeling of the building and the mechanical properties of the building

need not be known.

In marine seismology the idea to change the boundary condition is of particular

importance because reflections from the free surface, called multiples, often are stronger

than the reflections from the reservoir one is interested in. Mehta et al. (2007b, 2008b)

applied seismic interferometry to ocean-bottom data recorded over the Mars field in the

Gulf of Mexico. By applying up/down separation by dual sensor summation and time-

gating of the direct wave they extracted virtual shot records in which the waves reflected

off the ocean’s free surface are almost perfectly eliminated.

6 Applications to Crustal Seismlogy

In global and crustal seismology, interferometry has been used extensively. The cross-

correlation of noise recordings gives estimates of the Green’s function that are dominated
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Fig. 10 Waveforms of Fig. 8 after deconvolution with the motion at the top floor
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by the fundamental mode surface wave. This has been used exploited to carry out surface

wave tomography (Shapiro and Campillo 2004; Shapiro et al. 2005; Sabra et al. 2005b;

Ritzwoller 2009). Interferometry allows for the extraction of the surface waves that

propagate between any pair of sensors in a seismic network. The illumination thus obtained

is vastly superior to that obtained using earthquakes as a seismic source. The application to

US Array, a dense seismic network that covers the United States, is particularly promising

for high-resolution imaging on a continental scale (Yang and Ritzwoller 2008).

Although some studies successfully extract body waves from cross-correlation of noise

(Roux et al. 2005; Sabra et al. 2004), the body waves are, in general, under-represented.

This is due to inadequacies in the distribution of sources that excite the noise. In some cases,

exotic natural sources such as hurricance Katrina (Gerstoft et al. 2006) and non-volcanic

tremor (Chaput and Bostock 2007) have been useful for extracting body waves. Equation 1

states that for acoustic waves the field fluctuations must be excited with equal strength over

a closed surface surrounding the receivers. A similar property holds for elastic waves

(Wapenaar 2004). According to expression (3), cross-correlation of field fluctuations gives a

superposition of the Green’s function and the time-reversed Green’s function that have

equal strength. In seismological applications, the causal surface wave extracted by cross

correlation and its time-reversed counterpart often are of different strength. Paul et al.

(2005) show, for example, that for an array in Alaska the strongest surface wave propagates

away from the ocean. In fact, it has been shown using beam-forming that most seismic noise

is generated by storms on the ocean (Stehly et al. 2006). This is consistent with theory and

observations of the generation of seismic noise (Gutenberg 1947; Longuet-Higgins 1950;

Webb 1998). Because of the spatial distribution of the oceans and the localized presence of

depressions that generate ocean waves, the noise distribution is far from uniform. To a

certain extent such limitation in the distribution of the sources of field fluctuations can be

remedied by cross-correlating the coda waves that were obtained themselves by cross-

correlation (Stehly et al. 2008). Since the coda waves propagate in more directions than do

the direct surface waves, this procedure provides a better sampling of the field fluctuations.

The continuous presence of noise makes interferometry a useful tool for monitoring

since one can extract a Green’s function in a quasi-continuous fashion. This has been used

to monitor Merapi volcano (Sens-Schönfelder and Wegler 2006). Unfortunately, since the

extraced Green’s function was dominated in that study by waves propagating in the near-

surface, the extracted Green’s function correlated better with precipitation than with the

volcanic eruption. Interferometry has successfully been used to monitor changes in the

seismic velocity associated with earthquakes (Wegler and Sens-Schönfelder 2007;

Brenguier et al. 2008). Deconvolution interferometry applied to borehole data recorded

during an earthquake has made it possible to detect the weakening of the near-surface layer

due to the shaking (Sawazaki et al. 2009).

7 Discussion

We present three methods for combining field fluctuations with the goal to extract the

system’s response from these fluctuations. As shown in the examples of Sect. 5 it makes a

big difference which data are combined, and how this is done. This may leave the reader in

a confused state what the merits and drawbacks of the various approaches are. We sum-

marize these in Table 1.

The correlation method is exact in the sense that formal proofs exist that it gives the

Green’s function provided adequate sources are present to excite the field fluctuations.
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Correlation is a stable process, and one just needs two receivers to extract the fields that

propagate between these two receivers. For systems that are not invariant for time-reversal

one needs sources throughout the volume to extract the Green’s function (Snieder et al.

2007a). Since this condition often is not satisfied in realistic field conditions, this a major

drawback for the application to diffusive fields such as pore pressure and low-frequency

electromagnetic fields. The absence of noise sources throughout the Earth’s volume makes

the estimation of attenuation from correlation of recorded seismic noise questionable from

a theoretical point of view. Since the Earth is weakly attenuating, the absence of volume

source may in practice not be a major problem. It is not clear, though, if under these

conditions correlation-based interferometry gives correct estimates of attenuation.

Deconvolution interferometry has been used to estimate attenuation (Trampert et al. 1993;

Snieder and Şafak 2006), while interferometry based on the cross-coherence, a method

originally advocated by Aki (1957), has been used to obtained reasonable models for the

attenuation in California (Prieto et al. 2009). As shown in Eq. 3 one must know the power

spectrum of the excitation in order to extract the Green’s function. For some applications

this is not a problem, but in some application this is a restriction that cannot be ignored. As

shown by Mehta et al. (2008b), small variations in the characteristics of an airgun source

lead in marine seismic applications based on the correlation method to spurious events

when those variations are not properly accounted for.

The deconvolution approach also holds for systems that are not invariant for time

reversal. Equation 7 gives the perturbed Green’s function for the two employed receivers.

Note that this expression is solely based on the decomposition of the field in a reference

field and a perturbation, but it makes no assumption about the underlying field equation. In

the deconvolution approach the spectrum of the excitation need not be known because it

does not influence the spectral ratio taken in the deconvolution. This is important in situ-

ations where the excitation is unknown, as is the case, for example, in drill-bit seismics

(Poletto and Miranda 2004) when the vibrations of the drill-stem have not been recorded.

As with the correlation approach one needs just two receivers, unless one employs array

techniques, such as frequency-wavenumber filtering, to separate the unperturbed waves

from the perturbed waves (Vasconcelos et al. 2008a). The deconvolution corrects for

variations in the spectral amplitude of the source, and therefore gives an extracted response

with a larger bandwidth than cross-correlation does. This corresponds, in the time domain,

to a response with a greater temporal resolution. This difference can clearly be seen by

comparing the middle and right panels of Fig. 4. Deconvolution corresponds, in the

Table 1 The advantages (?) and disadvantages (-) of the correlation method, the deconvolution method,
and the multidimensional deconvolution method

Correlation Deconvolution Multidimensional
deconvolution

? exact ? valid for dissipative systems ? valid for dissipative systems

? stable ? noise spectrum not needed ? noise spectrum not needed

? works for two receivers ? works for two receivers ? overburden is removed

? enhances temporal
resolution

? enhances temporal resolution

- volume sources for dissipative systems - may be unstable - needs up/down separation

- needs power spectrum - correct to first order only - equation may be ill-posed

- needs complete coverage
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frequency domain, to a spectral ratio. This ratio is unstable near notches in the spectrum.

Many methods exists to stabilize the deconvolution (Webster 1978); we used the water-

level method in our applications. A drawback of the deconvolution is that it does not

necessarily produce the Green’s function. The extracted response at the reference receiver

is a band-limited delta function, the response thus satisfies a clamped boundary condition at

that point. In seismic exploration this may introduce spurious reflections, but these spurious

reflections leave only a weak imprint on seismic images constructed from multi-offset data

(Vasconcelos and Snieder 2008a). On the other hand, in the examples of the analysis of the

motion of the Millikan library, the clamped boundary condition could be used the extract

the building response under boundary conditions other than those of the physical building.

This can be used to unravel the contributions of the mechanical properties of the building

from the soil–structure interaction.

The multidimensional deconvolution approach is valid for systems that are invariant for

time reversal as well as for those that are not invariant for time-reversal. The spectrum of the

excitation needs not be known. In fact, in contrast to the correlation approach, the power

spectrum of the excitation may vary between different noise sources, and as with the

deconvolution method, this technique leads to a response with a larger temporal resolution

than is produced by the cross-correlation. The imprint of the overburden is completely

removed from the estimated reflectivity. This is of particular importance in applications

where reflections from the free surface or an electromagnetic airwave contaminate measured

fields. The method relies on up/down decomposition. This processing step may necessitate

the use of arrays or the measurement of additional fields such as pressure and displacement in

marine seismology or the measurement of electric and magnetic fields in electromagnetic

applications, as well as on estimates of the near-surface impedance. The simultaneous

solution of integral equation (9) for a number of sources may be unstable. As with the

deconvolution such instability may be suppressed to a certain degree by regularization, or it

may require increasing the number of sources used. In order to solve the integral equation, one

must have an array of sensors that adequately cover the acquisition surface. This restriction is

particularly important when fields are measured only along a line in the acquisition plane.

This overview shows that one has considerable freedom in the choice of the method for

extracting the system response from field fluctuations. The overview of merits and

drawbacks of Table 1 may aid the reader in choosing the optimal method for a particular

application. A property of Green’s function extraction that is powerful, but that received

little attention, is the freedom that it offers to extract the response of a system that satisfies

different boundary conditions from those of the real physical system. This property can be

used to alter the contaminating response of the free surface. By comparing the response of

the system under different boundary conditions with recorded data it may be possible to

estimate the boundary conditions of the physical system. This can potentially be used, for

example, in structural engineering to determine the soil–building interaction.
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